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Bradford Women’s Club
offers scholarships
BRADFORD – Bradford Women’s Club scholarships will now be
given without an official form.
Any women from Bradford, Newbury and Sutton looking to further
their education in any field are welcome to apply.

Please send a list of grades and
write an essay on “Why I have enjoyed living in the country and
what I want to do in the future.”
Send to Jacqueline Pehrson, 51
Forest St., Bradford, NH 03221, by
April 30.

KNP helps neighbors flourish
To the Editor:
Kearsarge Neighborhood Partners (KNP) is a new nonprofit
dedicated to building a community
where neighbors help each other
flourish. Partnering with local organizations and volunteers, KNP
embraces the power of interpersonal relationships, walking beside
people who are facing difficulty for
as long as they want or need, while
they move toward a more stable
footing in life.
KNP hopes to help weave a net
of local support for all of our neighbors. We collaborate and connect
with many existing organizations,
matching the needs of neighbors
and the needs of organizations in
our region, with a list of committed KNP volunteers who can help
in short-term or longer-term situations. In this time of uncertainty we
are especially committed to helping people navigate issues of food
insecurity, transportation, financial
loss, loneliness and isolation.
We would love to have you as an
official KNP volunteer! If you would
be willing to help meet needs within the Kearsarge region, please go
to our new website: KNPnh.org.
On the Home page, click on Neigh-

bors Willing to Help. That link will
take you directly to a simple form
which will give you an opportunity
to check off what types of activities you might be interested in helping with. That will, in turn, allow
us to email you only when there
is a need in our community that
matches one of your interests.
If would like to know more
about
Kearsarge
Neighborhood Partners, we invite you
to look through our website, KNPnh.org, and to check out the Kearsarge
Neighborhood
Partners Facebook page.
If you have questions about registering as a KNP volunteer, please
call KNP at 317-5900, ext. 2. We look
forward to working with you to
build a web of support throughout
the Kearsarge neighborhood!
Sincerely, and with many thanks,
Kearsarge Neighborhood
Partners,
Board of directors:
President Steve Allenby
Vice president Cindy Johnson
Director Sara Marean
Director Donna Richards
Treasurer Hardy Hasenfuss
Secretary Bill Ross

Another look at single
use plastic
To the Editor:
Four generations of people, who
are alive today, have never experienced anything as dreadful as the
coronavirus. If using single use
plastic bags will help prevent its
spread, then yes, we should use
them.
However when this world-wide
pandemic is over, we should rescind their use, and remember
“We cannot stabilize the climate
without increasing protections for
nature around the world,” words
by Hansjorg Wyss, a philanthropist
who has pledged one billion dollars to protect nature and Climate
Change around the world.
Plastic single use bags are not
the healthiest option for our environment.
An
extraordinary
number get loose and pollute our
land and our oceans, and when ingested cause the death of fish and
animals. We should follow the example of many parts of the world
and bring reusable, washable cloth
bags when shopping to stop this
pollution.
Many foodstuffs are already
wrapped in plastic, so worrying
about bacteria already in the bag,
should not be an issue, if you use
washable cloth bags. We have and
can make more cotton bags in the
USA. Fruit and vegetables, not in
plastic, should always be washed

to avoid bacteria already on them
from growers and transporters.
Besides polluting our environment, plastic bags often end up
in the recycling plants where they
wrap around sorting screens, causing plant shut down on a daily basis requiring plant workers to have
the dangerous job of climbing on
screens to cut them off.
Wash all new cotton bags before
using to avoid any harmful substances and rewash often.
One important way to help our
environment, after this crisis is
over, is not to use throw away plastic bags, straws and utensils.
This pandemic has shown all the
countries, and people in them, are
working together to survive. The
same is true with Climate Action
by all to save our Earth for future
generations. We earthlings must
all do anything we can, working
individually, as families and in our
communities to stop global warming of our earth.
Here in the USA most of us are
not a wise philanthropist, but we
can vote for people who believe in
stopping drastic Climate Change
and will pass laws to help the earth
and all the people living on it.
Sincerely,
Joan Lamson,
New London
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Warner Neighbors
by Neighborhood Correspondent Kathy Carson • townnews.warner@gmail.com
These are stressful times, an era
we’ll look back on a before and after
pandemic. Warner is known for a
number of motivated creative types
who rise to challenges. Today’s environment calls for brainstorming
skills to find better ways to continue
to grow and be positive. I canvassed
a few folks online to find out what
they are doing to get through these
times in a good way.
Humor is a good way of how not
to just survive but thrive at times
like these. One person sent me the
following story. It sounded so truly
plausible of the person, until the last
sentence!
“Eighteen days into self-isolation
and it is really upsetting to me to witness my husband standing at the living room window gazing aimlessly
into space with tears running down
his cheeks. It breaks my heart to see
him like this. I have thought very
hard about how I can cheer him up. I
have even considered letting him in,
but rules are rules.”
So many positive stories and examples of how to bring our younger generation into the future with
good coping strategies. I’m not using
any names, but those of you who
sent me emails will recognize your
contributions. These may be trying
times, but one neighbor reframed
the rallying cry for Boston to find us:
“Warner Strong.”
Here’s a list of what’s going on in
Warner:
• Lots of texts and video chats
with friends and family. We’ve been
Skyping.
• Structuring schooling at home
for appropriate age time.
• Children daily challenges: picture sharing, cooking something
special, dancing like no one is
watching, cycling through old and
new board games.
• Getting outside for fresh air, biking, jogging, gardening, yard work,
dog walking
• One family is using the good
weather before the bugs hatch to
clear their XC trails
• Trying out new recipes and setting the table a bit fancy to make
meals special.
• Looking for springtime blooms
like crocus flowers. And soon snowdrops, hyacinths, daffodils and tulips.
• Craft projects: weaving, painting, felting, drawing, jewelry, sewing, woodworking.
• Lots of reading. I’ve nearly
burned through my fairly substantial
reserve stack. I so need the library
and the Book Loft at the Barn!
• Listening to news. Try not to
overindulge on this.
• Lots of house projects to plan
or finally get to for inside and out.
That means cellars, garages, closets,
kitchen cupboards, pantry, all your
hidden storage spaces! I’ve started a
yard sale pile.
• Decluttering and cleaning. One
reader opined t she felt sorry for
really organized types because they
wouldn’t have these projects to do!
• Being really creative in connecting with older folks isolated either at home or in nursing facilities.
Signs outside windows, video chats,
songs, costumes, lots of love!
• Neighbors helping neighbors –
younger folks shopping for housebound seniors. (I’m applauding you
Derek! Call him at 748-1646.)
• Seeing kids out bike riding and
playing in yards and empty streets.
One mom balances four-six hours of
school work with a family bike ride.
• Quiet streets and low traffic on
the highway. Sad to see Main Street
so empty.
• Horseback riding up in the
Minks.

• Folks walking dogs and being
really conscientious about clean up!
• Family and friends genuinely
reaching out online or the phone to
check in and catch up, keeping conversations going.
• Everyone is grateful to local
businesses offering curbside pickup
of goods. Or, in the case of MainStreet BookEnds, car hop service.
Are they using roller skates?
• Grateful for Easter shopping
made possible through our local
businesses.
• Remote Easter Egg Hunt
throughout town (saw the poster at
the transfer station.)
• Very grateful to Warner Pharmacy for curbside service for medications.
• Market Basket daily meeting the
challenge of stocking and sanitizing
and keeping customers as safe as
possible. Remember the days when
we had to go to Concord for our
food shopping?
• Many are missing a morning
latte at Schoodacs. If you have a
Schoodacs Gift Card balance, use
it before April 17. No guarantees on
redemption after that date. That is
very sad to contemplate.
• Loss of fundraising opportunities for the Warner Historical Society, New Hampshire Telephone
Museum, Mt. Kearsarge Indian Museum, The Nature Discovery Center,
MainStreet Warner, Inc. and Pillsbury Free Library. These museums
and organizations are the framework of our active social life in Warner.
• Uncertainty about Festival. Will
it happen? What will large gatherings look like in the future?
• Missing volunteer opportunities
at all the above places. Volunteering
is how Warner stays connected.
• Grateful for takeout from Charlie Macs, The Schoolhouse Cafe and
The Local.
• Seeing neighbors outside prac-

ticing social distancing while they
ride, jog, walk or just do manual
labor in the yard. Fitness has many
names! I hear there is a tandem bike
in the neighborhood.
And then there’s always the grief
associated with a pandemic, either from losing loved ones to the
COVID-19 illness or the inability to
access spiritual/religious services to
honor past losses. Hugs and touching are so important to help people
experiencing grief. I cried at the
picture on television last week of a
mother flinging a clean sheet over
her adult ER nurse daughter in order
to hug her. Words struggle against
these strong emotions, but that’s
what we must use now abundantly
to let grieving folks know that we
care.
A different kind of grief is being
visited on those who are not well
positioned for a number of reasons
to survive a time like this. That misfortune means we all have to work
together and help. Check in on your
neighbors, old or young, healthy or
ill and offer whatever succor you
can.
One neighbor cited a quote from
Albert Einstein: “Life is like riding a
bicycle. To keep your balance, you
must keep moving.”
We as a town will keep moving
forward with our eyes on the prize:
A balanced and healthy future for
ourselves and our children with
good economic opportunities. Warner is strong and we all can make
that happen by being active participants in the present crisis and the
rebuilding of the future. For the
present, continue to social distance
and self-isolate, wash your hands
and face frequently, eat and sleep
well, be the best neighbor you can
within these guidelines and support
our local businesses as best you can.
For the future, be open to how society must operate to avoid a repeat of
the past.
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What’s
in Warner
If you would like to join
these advertisers in
support of the Warner area,
please call the

MainStreet BookEnds
www.mainstreetbookends.com
OPEN
EVERY DAY 9 ~ 6
Store100%
Info, Browse,
Order
Books & eBooks
Solar
Powered!
WE ARE OPEN FOR YOU!

at 927-4028 or email:

Call or email
Books, Toys, Games, Cards & Art
“Car Hop” Service,
Home Delivery or Mail

info@intertownrecord.com

Only TOGETHER we all
will get through

InterTown record

There are special
discounts

Gallery • Local Artists • Events
OPEN EVERY DAY 9am - 6pm
16 E. Main St., Warner 603-456-2700
~ Cultivate Community ~ Shop Locally ~

